42" Tommy Transporter Dual Belt (per foot)

Part Number: E-C2015

Description: Complete 42" Tommy Transporter Dual Belt Conveyor System Requires Base Price + Per Foot of the Full Conveyor Length

Site Map: Tommy Store > In the Tunnel > Conveyor Systems > Tommy Transporter Dual Belt Conveyors

Price: $1,073.00

Detailed Description

The 42" wide Tommy Transporter™ Dual Belt Conveyor is perfect for large vehicles or hand washing / detailing applications. The extra wide conveyor belt makes loading easy and provides extra space for staff members to stand during service.

Multiple cars can be stacked closely on the belt in the same tunnel, maximizing service speed and minimizing space. Detailing / wash equipment can be stacked down the tunnel along the conveyor, close at hand when the car is carried past. The Tommy Transporter reduces the probability of vehicle damage and eliminates rollers and other high-maintenance components.

Total price includes the base cost + price per foot (this item).

Specifications

- Per foot 42" Tommy Transport Belt
- Priced per foot (both sides)